
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

What’s included:
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Shelf bottom panel

Metal frame Shelf support panel Metal tube Metal leg

Shelf triangle panel Stand panel Inside triangle panel

SKU: 12-80-93-0050

Desktop panel

Middle shelf panel Shelf top panel

Outside triangle panel

12-80-93-0051
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NO. PICTURE QTYSIZE（mm）

Screw

Screw

Screw

Desk feet

NO. PICTURE QTYSIZE（mm）

Stand feet

M6X30

1

4

10

8

12

6

1

Guarantee: 
We provide the original buyers with 30-day return/refund guarantee and 1-year limited warranty from the date of purchase.

2

M6X25

M6X35

ST7X40

ST7X70 4

M6X35

1

Cam bolt

Sticker

J
4

Screw

Screw 4

K

L

Sponge pad

4

1

IMPORTANT :

Screw

Screw M6X70

ST3.5X12

*Please make sure that you have all accessories before assembly. If some pieces are missing, please contact 
 support@bizzoelife.com.
*Please adjust the desk feet for different height needs, especially in uneven ground to keep balance.
*Please tighten the screws after correcting the holes at each step.
*Two persons are recommended to assembly the desk.
*Please loosen the screw A that installed in step 14 before rotating.

Don’t hesitate to contact us at support@bizzoelife.com if you have any problem with our products. We’ll get back to you within 
24 hours with further solution.
Website: www.bizzoelife.com

Cam lock 12
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

Step 1: 
Connect the metal frame (#5 part) and the metal tube (#7 part) 
with the screw D.
Connect the shelf support panel (#6 part) and the metal tube 
(#7 part) with the screw B.

Step 2: 
Attach 6 sponge mats (# K) to the shelf bottom panel (#2 part).
Install the Cam bolt G on the shelf bottom panel (#2part)

Step 3: 
Install the part of first step to the part of second step.
Fix the shelf support panel (#6 part) and the shelf bottom panel 
(#2 part) with Cam lock G.
Fix the metal frame and the shelf bottom panel with screw C.

Step 4: 
Install the shelf triangle panel (#9 part) to fix the shelf bottom panel 
(#2 part) and the shelf support panel with screw E.

G

G



Step 5: 
Press the Cam bolt G into the middle shelf panel (#3 part). 

Step 6: 
Attach the middle shelf panel (#3part) to the part completed by step 4.
Use the Cam lock G to fix the middle shelf panel and the shelf support 
panel.
Use the screw C to fix the metal frame and the middle shelf panel.
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Step 7: 
Press the Cam bolt G into the middle shelf panel (#3 part).
Attach the part completed by step 1 to the part completed by 
step 6.
Use the Cam lock G to fix the middle shelf panel and the shelf 
support panel.
Use the screw C to fix the metal frame and the middle shelf panel. 

Step 8: 
Install the shelf triangle panels (#9 part) to fix the middle shelf panel 
(#3 part) and the shelf support panel with screw E.
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Step 9: 
Press the Cam bolt G into the shelf top panel (#4part).

Step 10: 
Use the Cam lock G to fix the shelf top panel and the shelf support 
panel.
Use the screw C to fix the metal frame and the shelf top panel.

Step 11: 
Attach the desk feet (#I) to the metal leg (#8 part).

Step 12: 
Press the cam bolt G into the desktop panel (#1 part).
Install the inside triangle panel (#11 part) and the outside triangle 
panel (#12 part) to the desktop panel (#1 part).
Tighten the cam bolt G with the cam lock G.
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Step 13: 
Attach the metal leg (#8 part) to the desktop panel (#1 part) with 
screw C.
Use the screw F to connect the inside triangle panel (#11 part), 
outside triangle panel (#12 part) and the metal leg（#8 part）.

Step 14: 
Attach the desktop panel （#1 part） to the whole part completed 
by step 10 with the screw A.

Step 15: 
Connect the stand feet (#H) and the stand panel (#10 part) with 
screw H.

Step 16: 
Cover the round holes with the sticker (#L).
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